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PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORIES FOR CREEP OF CONCRETE BASED 

ON RHEOLOGICAL MODELS 
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The influ.ence .~f age is a basic characteristic of creep of concrete deffering if from other struc

!Ural m~tenals. I ~e creep law of concrete is therefore time-variant. The laws of creep derived 

In the viscoelashclty theory from various rheological models are, however, time-invariant. As 

far as these laws have been llsed for concrete to interprete its stress-strain relation either the 

ageing of concrete has been. a"l'r~lIimately neglected or these laws were adapted in a ;ure formal 

wa~ - the constant coefficients In the differential equation for the creep law have been ch d 

to tune functions. This is, however, incorrect. ange 

In the present paper there has been shown that, correctly, the time variation of the mechanical 

parameters themselv~s, in particular elements of !'lode I, i.e. the time variation of spring constants 

of
l 
s~rlng~ Bnd vl~coslty constonts of dashpots, has to be considered. (For a spring, e.g., then the 

re a Ion tr" = Et~ and no~ the relation tr" = £e" applies.) Tn general, every linear (additive) 

cree~ law for wl~lch the prtnclJ'le of superposition !!pplies may be then interpreted by a model 

con~lsting ~'f spnn~s ami dash pots. Equivalently, one may also take an electric circuit consisting 

of lime vanable resistances and sellinductions or capacities as a model. 

I~t particular, there has been shown that the well-known approximate creep law of Dischlnger

Whitney, can be interpreted by the MaKwell's model (Fig. 4a) and the Arutyunyan-Maslov's 

I~w by the ?oltzmann's (standard) model (Fig. 4b). On the basis of models there are further 

discussed SUitable and physically admissible forms of functions in these laws at whiclt there has 

been shown, e.g ... that the ageing term ,,,,IE = Co + AI T used frequently in the Arutiunian

Maslov's r~nction (7.14), gives nonsense results for a rather young concrete and ther~fore rather 

the expreSSion (7.18) has \n be IIsed for which the integral appearing in relaxation problems has 

been tabulated (Tab. 1) and a chart of corresponding relaxation functions constructed. Also 

more ~ccl1rate forms of creep law based on models consisting of three or more elements have 

been discussed. They enable on analytical solution by transforming the Volterra's "integral equatlon' 

Inlo "Hferenlial equation. 

. Further some si~plifYing assllmptions suitable for creep of concrete _ Ihe reduction of time 

wllh respect to envlfonment (Inoisture) conditions, the creep affinity in non homogeneous struc

tures - are introduced and also equations for multiaxial stress are formulated. 

As a generali~tion ~f the well-known elastic-viscoelastic analogy for time-invariant creep. 

and analogy nf llme-vanant creep with elasticity has been presenled. It makes possible to obtain 

the eql1ali~ns for creep problems directly from the equations of problem in elasticity theory 

by a mere Interchange of the elasticity constants with the differential (or integral) operators fOI 

creep. To demonstrate Ihis, the equations for a nonhomogeneous redundant frame, for a homo

geneous body and for bending of a composite beam at various creep laws have been deriveo. 
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The use of Laplace transform is of advantage only if the Maxwell's model for creep is considcred_ 

For nonlinear effects in creep of concrete at low stresses a new rheological model with a 

ratched pawl according to Fig. 4d has been suggested. Its ratched pawl gets closed only if the 

long-time part of strain becomes to decrease, so that Ihis model can interpret the fact that the 

reversibility of creep after a release of stress is considerably smaller than according to the principle 

of superposition in time. 

Finally there has been mentioned that, with respect to a great inftuence of moisture and di

mensions of cross section, there will be necessary in future to set up a space-time theory of creep 

of concrete, considering the drying process. Only then it will be possible to determine the real 

time distribution of stress in cross sections. 

For creep analysis of concrete structures many different creep laws have been 

suggested till now. The most important of them are the-Dischinger-Whitney's law 

(theory of aging), the Maslov-Arutyunyan's law and the law of ideal deformation 

modulus (time-invariant theory). The aim of the present paper is to make a critical 

mathematical discussion of these theories and to suggest a new approach in using 

the rheological models for a time-variant (Le. aging) material, as well as to derive 

some more suitable forms of creep law and a new rheological model for irreversible 

effects in concrete creep. Next there will be generally presented an efficient aid for the 

structural creep analysis - the analogy of time-variant creep with elastivity, expressed 

by creep operators. 

The creep laws based on mechanical rheological models, which are rather an 

intuitive help for interpretation of stress-strain relation, are widely used in the theory 

of viscoelasticity of materials which are not subjected to ageing. The mechanical 

parameters are considered time invariable. With view to the advantages of this 

approach, efforts have been made to introduce these models into the creep analysis 

of concrete. The most significant contribution here were perhaps the papers of 

Freudenthal [14, 15] including the study of nonlinear creep, the book of Hansen [17], 

next also the papers of Skudra [28] and others. If taking the mechanical parameters 

the creep equation in the analysis as time invariable, sufficiently good interpretation 

cannot be attained. Tbe only possible thing to do is to adjust the parameters according 

to the age of concrete in time of load application [e.g. 26]' To change the parameters 

in final stress-strain equation for time-invariant creep to time functions is a purely 

formal and thus not suitable approach, corresponding yet to bebaviour of no actuai 

model. 
In tbe present paper, it will be suggested for concrete to use time-invariant rheo

logical models, in which the parameters of each element yet are variable with the age 

of concrete. Particularly, it will be shown that, e.g., the time-variant Maxwell's 

model (Fig. 3a) gives the most usual Dischinger-Whitney's creep law, the time-variant 

aoltzmann's (i.e. standard) model (Fig. 3b) interpretes the Arutyunyan-Maslov's law, 

etc. Let us note that the time-variant models have their counterparts in electric 

analogue. -electric circuits (Fig. 3A, B) with time variable resistances (designated 

as R), self-in'ductions (L) and capacities (C), which have been derived in the paper [7]. 
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The principal results in this problem have already been presented by the autbor in [4], 
[7], [8]' (It should be also noled here that properly the plastics under time variable 
temperature are also a time-variant material. However, it is possible to attain invariant 
models and equations by cerlain reduction of time scala according to temperature_) 

I. REfJUCTION OF TIME ACCORD£NG TO ENVIRONMENT CONDlTlONS 

II is known that the greatest difference between creep observed on actual structures 
in nature and the experiments in laboratorium under invariable conditions is the 
large inl1uence of variation of environment moisture and, to a smaller extent, of 
temperature. In order to express this circumstance, the assumption of reduction 

.... 
I ,---..,----, I I 

, 
Flg.la. Fig. lb. 

~r time according to environment conditions has been suggested by the author [5], 
[6]' It expresses the acceleration of creep by dry environment and its moderation 
by moist environment (fig. la) sufficiently well, mainly during periodic changes 
between summer and winter, by an apparent moderation or acceleration of time 
·course. Thus, instead of real time A the reduced time t is introduced by the relation 

(1.1) dt = "(I) dl or t = I,,(t) dt 

~t) - time reduction coefficient, depending on environment conditions (i.e. for 
summer t! ~ 1·7, for winter " ~ 0'3, for spring and automn l! ~ t·O). Thanks to this 
assumption, all creep equations can be considered as for steady environment condi
tions and all our rurther considerations will apply for the reduced time t. 

~. ASSUMPTION OF CREEP AFFIN£TY IN A NONHOMOGENEOUS STRUCTURE 

In analysing the creep or statically indeterminate concrete structures, it is advant
ageous to express the stress-strain relation of all parts of structure by equations 
of Ihe same type in one time t common for all structural parts. The physical non
homogeneity of concrete structures in creep is caused mainly by cooperation of 
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concrete and steel reinforcement, steel parts, and eventually other materials (elastic 
or consolidating foundations), or by cooperation of differently aged concrete (bridges 
cast by cantilever method) of differently thick concrete parts, of different kind 
of concrete of the parts under water and in air, etc. For nonhomogeneous creep 
of concrete structures, a simplifying assumption of affinity of creep curves (fig. Ib) 
under constant stress can be introduced. Hence, 
the assumption of creep affinity will be introdu
ced in the form: 

(2.1) 

C(t, r) - the chosen basic creep function (for the 
average age of concrete) which expresses the creep 
strain in time t caused by the action of the con
slant unit stress applied in time t (fig. 2a), " - the 
creep affinity coefficient of the part of structure, 
C(K)(t, t) - the creep function for the part with 
a creep affinity coefficient ". The coefficient " 
should be detennined from the measured values 
of creep function for extreme times, i.e. 

(2.2) 

t
o; 
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to - the instant of applying the loading on the structure. The assumption of creep 
affinity is exactly valid for steel parts (or rock, sand, gravel foundation), for which 
" == 0 and hence elasticity is obtained. For a homogeneous concrete structure (of 
equal concrele age, thickness, etc.), there is " == 1. (Particularly for Dischinger
Whitney'S creep law, this assumption was introduced by the author already in 1961 
[5], [6]. For Arutyunyan-Maslov's creep law, the creep affinity for differently aged 
concrete is already included in its known formulation [21], [3], [1], [4], [24], etc.) 

3. GENERAL RELATIONS FOR LINEAR CREEP OF CONCRETE 

Now, let us briefly formulate the - principially known - general integral relations 
for tbe linear creep of concrete which will be needed further. Basic assumption is the 
principle of superposition [3], [13], [4], [3a] stating that the mutually corresponding 
curves of stress and strain are additive, e.g. particularly that the responses of the 
strain or stress to steps of stress or strain in different time may be added. This is valid 
(or stresses lower than about 0·5 of compressive strength and 0·9 of tensile strength 
and in time for increasing stress or only slightly decreasing stress. Otherwise, nonlinear 

effects take place. 
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For uniaxial compression or tensi9n, we obtain, by adding the strain responses 
to steps of stress du" = [du .. (r)/(dr)] dr. the following relation between normal 
stress a:lt and normal strain B .. : 

(3.1) e .. (I) = U~(lo)[----:---(l ) + "C(t. to)J + If [_1_ + "qt. t)] dair) dr 
E to 10 E(r), or 

~t) - modulus of elasticity in lime t. This above equation can be written also 
III an operator form: 

(3.2) 

.in which I: -I is the integral operato( defined by the right side of eq. (3.1). Using 
Integration by parts in the eq. (3.1), it follows 

(3.3) e..{l) = a .. (I) + Jf at(r) L(I r) dr 
E(t) fo E(f) , , 

where 

L(t, r) a [ 1 ] 
E(r) = - or E(r) + " C(t, f) > 0 

By ~hi~ equllti(~n the operator £-1 is defined as a Volterra's integral operator. If the 
~traln IS p.rescnbed. the eq. (3.3) represents a Volterra's integral equation for stress. 
. flte funchon ~t, r) may be called strain memory function (or hereditary function, 
~l1nuence function) and represents the strain response in time t to the unity stress 

~mpliise (MaxIE ~ 1, At -+ 0. "" -+ 00; Dirac's function) in time r (or to the stress 
lnlpulse of magnitude E(f». The following relalions are valid: 

(3.4) lim E(I) = E(oo) < 00. iJE/ol> 0 ; 
.~ ... 

ql, r) = O. C(I. r) > 0, oCIOI > 0, ac/OT < 0 

lim C(t, f) < 00 and >0. lim C(oo, f) > 0; 
' .... 00 r-co 

On the other hand, the creep laws may be also expressed on the basis of the relaxa
lion funct~on R(K,(I. f) de?oting the re/ease of stress in time I (in the part (K) of the 
strllcture) If. ~ constant lIllIt strain enforced in time f is prescribed. From the principle 
of superposllton. we get 
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of.in an operator form 

13.6) 

n which the operator I: is defined by the eq. (3.5). Using integration by parts, a Volter
ra'lI integral equation for strain is obtained: 

(3.7) 

where 

(3.8) 

a .. (I) = fer) t..(t) - I' E(f) e..(r) K(I, f) df 
10 

a 
E{r)K{t, r) = - [E(f) - R(K)(t, r)] > 0 at 

The eq. (3.7) defines f as a Volterra's integral operator. K{/, f) is the stress memory 
function and represents the stress response in time t to a unity strain impUlse (Ee .. M = 
= I, M -+ 0; ex ..... 00; Dirac's function) in time f. There are valid the relations: 

R{f, t) = O. R{I, r) > 0;. oR/at> O. oR/Of < 0, 

lim R(t, f) < 00 and >0, lim R( 00, r) > O. 
, .... ao t .... tO 

K(r, r) = 0, K(l, r) > 0, oK/at> 0, oKlor < 0, 

·Iim K(t, r) < 00 and >0, lim K(oo. r) > 0 (iJZR/olor < 0) . -... ~~ 
.. hc( 

The creep and relaxation functions are mutually reliftl. R(K)(I. r) is given by the 
solution of (3.1) or (3.3) for stress if B" == 1 and vice versa for C(l, r). Further it can 
be seen that K(/, r) is the resolving kernel of the integral equation (3.3) and vice versa 
for e(t, f). The memory functions L(t, r), K(t, r) are reJie6. by the Volterra's integral 
equation [16], [2] . a"~ 

(3.9) L(t, r) - K(t, f) = f L(.9, t) K(t, 9) d.9 = fL(t,.9) K(9, f) d9 

from which one memory function may be determined if the other memory function 
is given. The eq. (3.9) is derived by adding the eq. (3.3) and (3.7), then substituting 

the stress 0" == 1 and the strain 8" = 1IE(to) + " C(t. to) or £" == 1 and E(lo)
- R(K)(t, 10), differentiating the equation with respect to '0' and finally substituting 
left sides of the eq. (3.4) and (3.8) and replacing the letters to and f by f and [} in turn. 

The equations for the relation of shear stress r", and shear strain Y", and, in general, 
the equations for the multiaxial plane or space state of stress are analogic to the 
foregoing equations for uniaxial state of stress. Besides the shear modulus G and 
Poisson's ratio II, it is necessary to introduce the creep function CI(/, r) for transverse 
creep normal strain and the creep function C 2(I, f) for creep shear strain caused 
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by unit, ~hear stress. With respect to the conditions of isotropy (quasi-isotropy), 
a relation: C(t, f) + C1(/, -r) = 1C2(lf-r) between creep functions results as an 
analogue to the relation between elas~ic constants: E- 1 + pE- 1 = 1G- I

• In the 
place of the eq. (3.2), we have then generally 

(3.10) Ilx == £-I ux - P £-'(u, + u,), ... 

"ixI == G-'-rXI • ••• 

where 11£-' and G-I are Volterra's integral operators which have a similar form 
as according to (3.3), while in the place of C(I, r) it stays CI(/, -r) or Cl(t, -r). With 
respect to isotropy, it holds that . 

(2.11) 

Similarly as for uni8llial stress, it is also possible to use the relaxation function as basic. 
in which case rather than equnlions (2.10), it is better to use the equations analogous 
to the Lame's equations in elasticity (with corresponding relaxation functions and 
operators). The corresponding strain memory functions are relied with stress memory 
functions by equations analogous to (3.9). 

4. RHEOLOGICAL MODELS FOR LINEAR CREEP 

The creep equations (3.2), (3.6), (3.10) are sufficient to solve the problems of 
structural mechanics. They Ilre resulting in Volterra's integral equations in time 
which are not convenient for an analytical solution, although they are rather useful 
for a numerical solution [29], [25]. In order to find an analytical solution, it is 
nece~sary to introduce certain special types of creep function C(I, -r) which make 
pOSSIble to transform the integral equations or directly to express the creep law with 
help of a differenti:tl equation rather than integral equation. 

For intr~dllcing convenient special analytical forms of creep fUllction C(t, f), 
the rheologIcal models are of advantage. The load of model is identified with the 
stress Ux (or t x, ctc.) lind its deformation with the strain ex (or "/xI etc.). The linear 
~reep ~n be modelled by a set of linear springs and linear dashpots coupled mutually 
11\ senes or /mrallel. (In series coupling the forces are equal and deformations are 
adlled whereas in the parallel coupling the deformations are equal and the forces 
are added.) In contradistinction to the deformation equation for a time variable 
spring "" = &x at time-vlI[iallt material, the equation tt" = E6x must be considered. 
For a dashpot (Ix = "ex applies (which is the same as for time-variant material). 

b,tt.. 
s. TIME-VARIAN'F- MAXWELL'S MODEL 

The Maltwell's model with time-variant mechanical parameters (fig. 3a) is 
the most simple model which can approximately interpret the creep of concrete. 
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The strain rate in the spring is c1,,/E(t) and the strain rate in the dashpot I1x l,,(I) so that 

the stress-strain equation for creep has the form: 

w; 
, (5.1) 

. ax + I1x 
£ =- -. 

x E(t) ,,(1) 

Instead of time t let us introduce in this equation a new independent variable cp(t) 

according to the relation: 

(5.1) 
E ' 

,,(t) = _._0 

" qJ(t) 

or x qJ(l) = Eo J~ ,,~;) 
in which Eo is the mean (or initial) 
value of E(t). This substitution is 
correct, since qJ(') is a still increas
ing continuous function of time. 
This equation takes then the form 

in which the coefficient at u" turns 
to a constant. This equation can also 
be written in operator form (3.2), in 
which B- 1 is the following differen

tial operator: 

(5.3) 

1 iJ x --+-
E- l = E(t) iJcp Eo • 

o 
oqJ 

Fig. J. 

Solving the strain under constant stress from eq. (5.2). jt is found (with respect 

to (2.2» that the creep function has the form 

(5.4) C(I,') = qJ(l) - ~t) . 
Eo 

On the other hand, if this form of C(I, t) would be primarily introduced, the eq. (5.3) 
is obtained by substituting it in (3.3) and differentiating with respect to qJ(t). Hence, ' 
the creep function (5.4) is equivalent to a time-variant Maxwell's model. 

The direct introduction of the expression (5.4) can be based on the assumption 
that the curves c(t, r) for various r are identical, parallel and mutually translated 
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perpendicularly to the axis t (fig. 2b). Otherwise, the eq. (5.4) is also obtained as an 
easy consequence of the assumption that, at releases of stress, all creep deformations 
are irreversible (jllaslic), i.e. thal, after taking the load off, the strain remains constanf 
which is possible only if the curves C(t, t) are parallel. 
· It is seen that the creep fU·llction in form of (5.4) represents the well-knowr 
Dischinger-Whitney's creep law [11], [4], [30], [28] (for E = const. firstly sug
gested by Whitney [32] and for structural analysis basically developed by Dischinger' 
which is the most simple creep law for concrete and is widely used in structura' 
analysis. (In Russian it is called theory of ageing_) The function q>(t) is called creef 
factor. It has a linite limit cp( a:l) < a:l. . 

For analytical expression of cp(t), various formulae have been suggested. Dischinger 
[ II] used cp( I) = cp( a:l )( 1 - e - ") where l' should be taken by 1 to 2 years - I, Morsch 
introduced cp(a:l). J[I - e-v','] where y Il:l year- t (prescribed till now by 
CSN-standard); also it has been used cp(a:l) Ih/(a + tb) (where b = 0·6, a = 0·28. 
· J(yenr) elc. The tirst of these formulae is the best one, because it satisfies exactly 
the assumption of creep affinity (2.1) for differently aged concrete, requiring that 
)( = [cp'C)(a:l) - cp,c)(lo)]f[cp(a:l) - CP(lo)] is a constant which is true as ~ = e- 7A

'. 

· cp,c,( a:l )/cp( a:l) (part (x) is older). However, all the formulae for creep factor have 
all essential short-coming in the fact that, for loads applied on very old concrete, 
a lero creep would result 

Therefore, it is more' accurate to introduce the creep factor according to the actual 
(me~sllred) creep function for the (average) instant to of application of steady load 
011 structure, i.e. to delille it by the relation 

(5.5) 

where cp(to) is chosen arbitrarily. If the load is applied on an infinitely old concrete 
(10 ..... a:l), a non-zero creep is then obtained. 

For changes of stress after the instant to orload application, however, the additiQnal 
creep produced by them lends to zero if t -0 a:l. This remains the principal deficiency 
of this . creep law. III consequence, lhe values of stress relaxation, due to enforced 
deformations in structures according to this creep law, are obtained greater than 
according to a more exact law, becauSe actually the relative creep (negative), corres
ponding to releases of stress after long time, tends to a constant non-zero value. 
For the same reaSOll, the deflections obtained for buckling of columns are smaller 
IIlIln the exact vllilles arc. Second deficiency of this creep law lies in tlie fact that the 
reversible part of creep, i.e. delayed elastic deformations (representing about 10 to 
30% [20]), 8re not expressed. 

In (5.5) the rate of creep for different to may approximately be considered the same, 
i.e. 

(5.6) 

where P is function of t - to({l(O) = O. fl( a:l) = I, P = C(t, to)/C( a:l, to») and 
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<1..,(to) is the (actual) creep factor from to to infinity, cp",,(to} = Eo C( a:l, to)· The 
analytical expressions used for P are, e.g., P = 3/[3 + aCt - to)] (a Il:l 100 days) 
or p = tgh [o(t - to)]b (0 Il:l 0·5 year-I, b Il:l 0'5). Analytically most suitable is, 
however, fJ = 1 - e-yt,-to) (1 Il:l 40 to 60 days-I), since this form eventually allows 
also to use the more accurate creep law (1.10). The dependence of q>",,(to) 011 the 
composition and properties of concrete itself, on the moisture (and temperature) 
of environment, on thickness of concrete (dimensions, form of cross section) and on 
the age to of concrete at instant of load application can be expressed by the para
meters lPc. kI' k1 • kJ in turn, in form of product cp..,(to) = CPCk l k l k 3 [30]. The eq. 
{5.6) exactly satisfies the assumption (2.1) of creep affinity for differently aged concrete, 

x = CP",(IC)(tO)/cp",,(to)' 
.1 The relaxation function Rlc)(t, t) corresponding to (5.4) is obtained by solving 

the equation (5.2) for constant e .. : 

(5.7) R(t, t) = EO[1 - exp (- 5·<') E(t) x dCP(t»)]. 
.(f) Eo 

Assuming approximately E(t) = Eo{l + Sx cp(t)) (30], the integral equals 

"ip(1 + t6~ip) where ip = cp(t) - cp(t). 
Approximately, the modulus E may be considered as constant. 

6. TiME INVARIANT DOL TZMANN'S MODEL 

For a structure under steady load, a time-invariant Boltzmann's (or standard) 
model (Fig. 3b) may also be approximately used for modelling the relation of e" 
.and a" at creep. For the elements of model it holds that a" = E(e" - e .. ,,), 0'"" = 
= E"8 .. ,,, «(T" - a .. ,,) = '1i"". Eliminating E .. " and (1 .. ", the equation: 

(6.1) 

is obtained, if the notation E jdl = E- 1 + E; 1, y = E"/,, is introduced. Solving this 
equation for constant e", the following creep function and relaxation function 

results: 

{6.2) ( ) cp", ( )'(t-:) )(.cp", = .!. = .!.. 
C t, t = E 1 - e- 'E E" Eur E 

R(t, t) = (E - Eur)(1 - e-r<t-t}EIE"') 

where cp", denotes the (actual) creep factor up to infinity. 
As it is seen from (6.1), for a steady load (or a load tending to a constant value 

for t ..... a:l), under which the state of stress and strain tends also to a steady value 
for t -+ a:l (0-" = A .. = 0), we have 0' .. (00) = EI4 e"(00). Hence the limit values of 
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s\Tesses and strains in the structure (which are most important) may be obtained 
according to elasticity theory, the structure having moduli E'4 instead of E. This 
is the well-known law of ideal deformation modulus (which is represented by E il )· 

- a thcory widely used in approximate engineering analysis - and the time-invariant 
1I0ltzmann's model is therefore its rheological model. 

The relatively best approach is attained if tp"" is ascertained according to the age 
of concrete at instllnt '0 of tbe first load application, i.e. if we define 

(6.3) Eo E" = ---=-.....,--
1 + " 1P",(to) 1 + Eo" e( co, to) 

The eq. (6.2) satisfies the assumption (2.1) of creep affinity for differently aged 
concrete. 

The greatest shortcoming of this law is that qr." is a constant, in consequence 
of which the relative creep for additional changes of stress produced by creep in very 
old concrete is the same. as on the beginning (at instant to of first stress). For this 
rCClsOIi, the value of stress relaxation computed according to this law afe smaller 
than the actual values, the dellections at column buckling are obtained greater than 
the correct values. Second deJiciency lies in the fact that, according to this creep law, 
all creep strains and stresses are totaly reversible (delayed elastic deformations ouly). 
On the other hand, if the reversibility of creep is here taken as a primary assumption, 
the creep curves e(t, r) for various T must be identical, parallel and mutually trans
late<1 in direction of the time axis t (fig. 2c), which gives in special case the expression 
(6.2). 

For a young concrete, this law is less accurate than the Dischinger-Whitn. 
law, for an old concrete (more thau one year), it corresponds better to actual behavioll. 

1. TIME·VARIANT BOLTZMANN'S MODEL 

The time-variant Holtzmann's model (or standard) (Fig. 3b) can interpret the 
creep of concrele more accurately, although in a mathematically more involved 
manner, than the preceding two models. The differential equations for the elements 

'of tnodcl are Ul< = E(/) (Ii" - £x,,), u,," = E,,(t) £"", (1" - U,," = "(t)£",,. 
Eliminating 8 .. " and u,," from this system of three differential equations, we receive 

the fgl\owing second order differential equation [~], [7]: 

(7.L) EIJ&" + £(E" + tnt" = "0,, + [E + E" +)j - '1E/E] a". 

The initial equations al instant to of first stress application are following: 

(7.2) 
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. it f . (t \ = <T (t) = 0 Integrating the eq. (7.1) (or directly the 
IS It TesU s rom £ .. , OJ xY o· . . . . 
~quations for .model elements) for constant stress u .. {t) apphed m lime t, we receive 

:he creep function: 

'7.3) e(l, t) = get) [II(t) - her)] 

n which 

Jt 1 -F(S) dn F(/) "" J' E.,(a) d.9. :7.4) gel) = eF(,) , h(t) = - e " , (.9) 
10"(.9) I. " 

On the other hand, let us now consider the creep function (7.3) as pri~~rily chosen 
and introduce it in the Volterra's differential equation (3.3), (3.4). Wntmg tben the. 

first and the second derivative or(3.3) with respect to t: 

(7.5) 
. . f' dg(t);'" 

£ = ~ + ghu" - II u,,(t) -d- tK) 
" E '. t' 

(7.6) 
.. [ (1)'] . I' dg(t) 

E" = ~ + gIl + E u" + g~u" - Ii .ousCr) --a;- dr 

can see that the same integra\. stays in both equations. Hence, by its·.elimination, 
:mbining these equations, the integral equation (3.3) is transformed mto the fol

lowing differential equation: 

r. .. [ Ii· (1)']" • I • U" _ _ _ U 
8 - -8 = - + gh h + " .. h" E E E (7.7) . 

with initial conditions 

(7.8) u,,(to) ~E(to)8..(lo), e,,(to) ='~1::~ +-g(/o) h(to) 0'''(/0) 

resulting from the eq. (3.3) and (7.S) for t = to' .. . 
The equations (7.1) with (7.8) and (7.1) with (7.2) are idenllcallf the relatIons 

1 Ii . 
(7.9) 'I = gil' E" = -'I h - 'I 

I Th I 11• s are recip'rocal to (7.4). The correspondence of model para-app y. ese re a on ' .. 
meters ,,(t) and Ey(l) and functions ge,): h(~) is un~que and theref?re also tI,e creep 
function (7.3) has the rheological model tn IIme-v3f1ant Boltzmann s model. 

The Masloy·Arutyunyan's creep law [21], [3], [24], [4], [23]: 

e(1 t) = fP..,(T)(l_ e-n'-<» 
(7.10) , E(r) 
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is evidently a specia~ case of (7. 3) for 

geT) = tp..,{T}e" II(t) = I - e-". 
E{T) • 

In ~his creep function, the rate of creep, expressed by the coefficient y, is considere. 
as ~lIdel.>endent of to· tp",,(t) is the creep factor from instant T of stress applicatiOi 
to l~filllty (Oq.;,,/OT < 0: tp .. {oo) < 00 and >0). The creep function (7.1O) satisfies 
obViously the assumpllon of creep affinity (2.1) for differently aged concrete, 
x = tp"'(k)(to)/tp".(Io). ' 

By .substitution in (7.7) and (7.8), we receive. with respect to {2.l}. a differentia' 
equation between stress and strain corresponding to Maslov-Arutyunyan's creer
law: 

(7.J t) 

with initial conditions 

(7.12) 8 (III) = ~(to) 8 (t ) = 6,,(10) + yx tp..,(Io) (/',,(/0 ) 

J( E(/o) • S 0 E(Io).. 

According to (7.9) and (7.4) the relations between tp..,(I). Y and the parameters 
E,o, /1 of Boltzmann's model. which interprets the Maslov-Arutyunyan's creep law, 
are: 

(7.13) 

or 

(7.14) x cP (T) 1 y = E(T) 
.. = 1 + ;'(T)/'T)' x cp..,(T) 'leT) 

The eq. (7.11) can be simplified by introducing a new independent variable ~ = 
= 1 - e-(·-to, (II continuous still increasing function). Substituting 

d d d 2 d d 2 
- = )'( I - ~) - • - = _y2( 1 - ~) _ + y2( 1 - W _ 
dt d~ d,2 d~ d~l 

in (7.11), it is thus obtained after rearrangements: 

(7.IS) 

The second initial condition (7.12) then is 

(7.16) 
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The equations (7.1), (7.7), (7.11), (7.15), as well as the initial conditions (7.2), (7.8), 
_ (7.12), (7.16), can also be written in operator form (3.2). Thus, for instance. for the 
eq. (7.11) and the second initial condition (7.12), the following creep operators 
apply: 

0: + 1'(1 + XfP.., - £/yE) !.. [!.. + yxtp"'j 
E. -I_

a, at E.- 1()- _01 __ _ - , to - . 
~ a a E-+yE- E-a,l 01 at '=10 

According to the model representation. we can make sure if the analytical expres
sion chosen for C(" t) is basically possible or not. For instance, Arutyunyan [3] 
introduced tp..,(t)/E(t) = Co + A/t: where Co and A arc constants. Substituting 
it in (7.13). it can be ascertained that '1 varies from 0 for t = 0 up to 1fyCo for t ..... 00 

and Ey varies from the value -l/Ay for t: = 0 up to the valu~ I/Co for T ..... 00; 

Ey = (Col
2 + At - A/y)(Cot + At2. Here, for very young concrete. exactly 

for t < - A/2Co + J[(A/4Co - l/y) A/Co], negative values of the spring constant 
Ev in Boltzmann's model are resulting, which is not physically possible, of course;, 
and the foregoing expression for tp",(t) can be used only for older concrete. The same 
would also appear for tp..,(t:)/E(T) = Co/(l - e-·'). in which case" varies from 0 
to 11..,. but E"varies from -I/Co to l/Co' 

It is therefore necessary to use other analytical expressions for tp",(T), for which 
this discrepancy does not appear. For instance, for rp",(T) = Co + Alt-, where 
" > I, '1 varies from 0 for t = 0 up to l/yCo for I ..... 00 an4 Ev varies from 0 for 
T = 0 up to I/Co for t ..... 00; E" = (Co + At" - hAt-·-'/y)(Co + AT-"t 2

• 

The mostly convenient expression is the exponential: 

(7.18) tp .. (t:) = C + Ae-"'. 
E(T) 0 , 

Then 11 varies from I/y{Co + A) for t: = 0 up to l/YIC for T ..... 00 and E" varies " 
jrom the value (Co + A - y,A/I.) (Co + At2 for t ..... 00 which is positive if Yl < 
< ;{l + Co/A) up to the value I/Co for t ..... 00; 

However. from the standpoint of analytical solution, the Arutyunyan's function 
tp..,(t)JE(t) = Co + AfT seems to be mostly convenient, because the relaxation 
function [3] and the problems of stress variation in statically indeterminate structures, 
as well as the deftections at column buckling (ref. in [8]). may be solved with help 
of the non-complete gamma-function, while in other cases, the obtained integrals 
are neither elementary nor special functions, except for (7.18) at column buckling 
[8], where also a non complete gamma function i~ obtained. Using (7.18) to solve the 
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Table 1. Integral S:x-e" dx 

~I 0·00 I 0·25 I 0·50 I 0·75 I 1·00 I 1'25 I I'SO I 1·75 I 2·00 

0·00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. 
0·2S 0·284 0·158 0·096 0·059 0·037 0·030 0·017 0·010 0·006 
O'SO 0·649 0·44J 0'320 0·235 0·176 0·140 0·103 0·079 0·061 
0·75 1-117 0·860 0·691 0'56S 0·471 0·40J 0·339 0·289 0·249 
HlO 1·718 1-449 J·292 1-133 1·000 0·907 0·780 0·73S 0·718 
1·25 z,490 2-245 2·112 1'979 1'873 1·807 1·709 1-694 1·708 
1·50 3·482 3'319 3-277 3-241 3-241 3-291 3-319 3-440 3·602 
1'75 4·755 4'757 4·902 5·077 HI6 5-636 5-970 6·252 6·991 
2·00 6·389 6·671 7·142 7·700 8-389 9·236 10·19 11'38 12·78 
2-25 8·487 9·206 10·211 11·40 J2-86 14·64 16'72 19-27 22'33 
2·50 Il-tS 12·5S 14·36 16·56 19'27 22·60 26'61 31-56 31·59 
2-15 14·64 16·96 19·91 2HI 28'37 34·20 41·38 50·37 61'55 
3·00 19·09 2H5 27-51 33-53 41-17 50·87 63·10 78·67 98·43 

relaxation function and the stresses in statically indeterminate structures, the integral 
J~ uMe" dx is obtained. To enable the use of (7.18), we have computed a numerical 
tlthle of its values - tltble 1. We can demonstrate the appearance of this integral 
by determining the relaxation fUllction corresponding to Arutyunyan-Maslov's law. 
Solving the differential equation (7.11) (first order differential equation for dCT,,/dt, 
by separation of variables), we obtain: 

(7.19) 

where 

(1.20) 

Substituting the funclion (7.18) into (7.20) and introducing )'. ==)" E = const., 
we obtain the expression: ... ; 

(7.21) 

.J: 

where x(t) = l( <p..,(I) - l( cp..,( 00). We note that, for )'1 == l' in (7.t8). the limit value 
R(k'(OO, r) do not depend on "I, i.e. on the creep rate. This relaxation function is 
represented. in Fig. 4. 

The time-variant Maxwell's model (Dischinger-Whitney's law) as well as the time
invariant Boltzmann's model (ideal modulus) are special cases of time-variant 
Boltzmann's model for Ey = o (g(t) = const.) or for invariable parameters. However, 
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in general, this is not the case for the Arutyunyan-Maslov's creep law - only if usi~g 
the function (7.18) in (7.10), we obtain the Dischinger-Whitney's law as a speCial 
case for q1..,(oo) = Co = 0,),. == l'(<p(t) = 1 - e-") and the law of ideal modulus 
for cp",(f) = q1",(oo) = const. (A z = 0), E = const. This is a further important 

advantage of the form (7.18). 

I." 
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Fig. 4. 

The relaxation funct'ion for concrete according to (7.21) has the form R(k,(t, r) = 

= g,(r) [h,(t) - h,(r}]. Let us note that it can be also represent.ed wit~ elementary 
analytical functions for g,(t) or ",(1) which could be advantageous 10 certam problems. 
Similarly as we evolved the eq. (7.7) from (7.3), we can find, according to the principle 
of superposition, the differential equation for creep: 

I ·Ii /1 ",) . .. Ii,. (7.21) £e" - (g,II, + E , I, + L e" = CT" - -, CT" 
I, 

with initial conditions for t = to: 

(7.22) O",,(to) = E(to) £,.{Io), a,.{to) = E(lo} £,,(to) - g,(to) 11,(10) a,.{to) . 

Comparing these equations with (7.1) and (7.2), the correspondence with the para
meters of Boltzmann's model can be ascertained in the form: 

(7.23) 
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or reciprocally 

(7.24) 

where 

A = -EI" - (Ey + 1i)/" + EIE. 

(nstead of Boltzmann's motlel, it would be also possible to interpret the creep 
equivalently by a time-vllrillnt three-element model according to the Fig. 3e, for which 
the differential equation for creep can bevolved in the form: 

(7.25) Eix + {E2~ + £. + E~E2 [1 + (:J]} Ex = ax + ~2 [1 + (;)Jax . 

However, the correspondence between the model parameters and the function 
(7.3) or (7.10) leads to much more involved formulae and therefore this interpretation 
is 1I0t convenient, 

The lime-variant Maxwell's model gives an equation of first order without the term 
F.x , wherens the time-variant Dohzmann's model gives yet an equation of second 
order. Thus it can arise l\ question if the general first order equation: 

O.(I)!!" + oo(l)e" = b.(/)a" + ho(/) 

would not give a better approximation of creep of concrete than the time-variant 
Maxwell's model. Solving this equation for ax = const., the corresponding creep 
funclion would be obtained in the form 

C(I, r) = f.(I) - fl(t) + [IIE(t) - fl(t)]f2(t)f ~ _ _ '_] 
Uil) f2(t) 

As C(cx.J, t) < cx.J, it must be also lim f2(/) < 00 and for t .... 00, f2(/) would tend 
'-GO 

to the function of the type e" . Then, however, C( cx.J, t) would have the same valu 
lot all t which is not true for concrete. Therefore this approach is not possible. 
(The equation mentioned above is modelled by the Burgers's ~odel with special 
interdependent time-variable parameters.) 

~1\Jt:lI' BLE-
8. Meft£-ELEMENT TlME-VARIAM'F- LINEAR MODELS 

Still" beller approximation of creep of concrete can be attained by models consist
ing .01' mme elcments. Firstly this is the Ourgers' model (Fig. 3c). The equations for 
its Maxwell's unit and for the spring and dashpot in its Voigt's unit are 
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Eliminating a"., and ex., from these equations, we receive: 

(8.1) 

with initial conditions (a .. ., = £ .. v = O): 

(8.2) 

Integrating (8.1) (or directly the equations for elements) for u" = const., the creep 
function corresponding to this model is obtained in the form: 

(8.3) C(t, 't) = f(t) - f(t) + get) [h(t) - II(t)] 

where f(l) = J! d81"u(8) or "M(I) = 1/1(/) and get), her) are the same as in (7.4) 
or (7.9) if" is interchanged with ".,. Similarly as for (7.7), we can solve the differential 
equation for creep on the basis of creep function. Approximately, it can be considered 
in this model that get) == const., in which case the last term of (8.3) has the time-
variant form (6.2). . 

The five- and more-elements model (Fig. 3f) give differential creep equations of the 
third and higher order. The corresponding creep functions have obviously the form: . 
(8.5) C(I, 1) = I "'lr) [1 - e-1<'-t)] 

1=1 

or, according to (7.10). the special form (generalized Maxwell-Arutyunyan's creep 

law [3]): 

• 
(8.6) . C(t, t) = I "'~t) [1 - e- l (I-tJ]. 

1=. 

The corresponding creep equations do not contain the terms with £ .. and, if g. = 
= const., nor the term with a ... 

9. MULTIAXIAL STRESS 

The foregoing models were considered only for an uniaxial state of stress. The creep 
function CI(I, t) for transverse strains can be assumed to be proportional to C.(I, r) 
[3], [4], i.e. 

(9.1) C.(f, t) = P. C(I, t) 
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I'. - Poisson's ratio for creep, Accordi!]g to isotropy, tlte creep function for shear 
then is 

(9.2) 

and is also prnportional to C(t, t). Therefore the models for relation between e, and 
IT .. or "Y", and t x , are the same as the foregoing models for the relation between Il" 

and IT ... The operators l!!i- " !r' according to the eq. (3.10) have the same form as 
!i-I with the only difference lhal E and the other model parameters Ev, 'Iv etc. 

must be interchanged wilh Elp, Evlltlt II/lIlt '" or with G, lEvl(l + PI), t'lI(1 + PI), 
respectively. For instance, the differential operator, corresponding to the time-
variant Boltzmann's model according to (7.1) is . . 

(9.~) Q-' = {I: ~ + [2(1 + /") + Ey + ~ + (!_)']~} [~ + Ey + Ii ~]-I 
G O,l 'I G" G a, atl . '1 at 

E~pressing the operators with help of creep function, it is necessary to make in the 
JllCnttor £-1 the same replacement by which C(t, t) interchanges to C,(" t) or to 
Cl(t, r). For the Dischinger-Whiincy's theory, e.g., . . 

C.(I, t) = ~ [lI'{t) - !p(r)] , Cl(t, t) = 1 + III ~ [tp(I) - q>{t)] , 
Eo. 1 + Jl Go .. 

lelU .. 'C, according to (5.3), it results: 

(9.4) 

I' a 1' .1( --+-
1'£-1 = E o!p Eo 
-- 0 

o!p 

1 a 1 + III 1 --+---
G-' = Gorp 1 + p Go 
- a 

OqJ 

F,or the Arutyunyan-Maslov's creep 'aw, according to (7.17), it follows: 

(9.S) 
(Jl ( ID a I' z + Y P + p,rp." - I' - -

E-. ill E at 
I' = -- a1 a 

E-+Ey-otl at 

a
2 

[ G] 0 . 1 + y 1 + 2(1 + pi) rpm - - -
G -, = ill . G ot 

a2 a ' 
-+"Y-ot2 at 

etc. For simplification of analysis, it can be approximately assumed that p = 1'1 = I' 
in which case it hoWs that l!.§-I = ,,!i-l, Q:-l = 2(1 + "Hi- I . -
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10. ANALOGY OF CREEP WITH ELASTICITY 

It can be easily shown that, for linear Volterra's integral operators, as well as for 
the differential operators of type J{t) (Jlot, the same principal rules as in algebra 
of numbers are valid (i.e. the associative and commutative rules for addition and 
multiplication and the distributive rule for multiplication). Let us note that this 
is yet a weli known statement for time-invariant (J(t) = const.) differential operators 
and is derived in operational calculus, e.g. on the basis of Laplace transform [27]. 
(Division by this operator is introduced as an inverse operation to multiplication.) 

With respect to this fact, the ageing derivation of equations for certain problem 
with creep at presence of ageing, in general, e.g. that of statically indeterminate 
structure, of beam bending, etc., would formally be the same as in the theory of 
elasticity, because the equations (3.10) are formally analogous to the Hook's law. 
Therefore this derivation needs not to be repeated for the case of creep and we can 
obtain th~ equations for 'creep only by replacing the elastic constants E, p, G by the 
creep operators !i, e, Q. Applying these operators, one must take care that they must 
be a}lplied to quantities of the same type as in the creep law, for instance that the 
integral operator ~-' must be applied only to forees, stresses, moments or their 
parameters, whereas the integral operator ~ must be applied only to deformations, 
strains, displacements, rotations, etc. The derivatives of the numerator of differential 
operator !i-I must be applied only to forces, moments, etc. and the derivatives 
of its nominator must be applied only to displacements, rotations, etc. Moreover; 
one must take care if, in the derivation in the theory of elasticity, the elastic constants 
were not eliminated as e.g. in the biharmonic equation for the stress function in plane 
problem in which case the introduction of creep operators is not possible, of course. 
(This is a consequence of the fact that completely all th~ rules of algebra are not 
valid,e.g.that [(B/at)/(alot)] ydoes not equal 10 y but more general/yto y + const. etc.) 

To demonstrate the use of this analogy of creep with elasticity, let us derive the 
equations for redundant quantities X/ in II-times statically indeterminate nonhomo
geneous structure. The elastic solution·is given by the system of n algebraic equations 

• L b/JXj +-bol + b, = 0, 
J~l 

in which />, are the enforced deformations in sense of X, on the primary system 
(shrinkage, temperature changes, movements of supports, prestressing) and 

/> = fS<llS<JI dx 
iJ EJ 

are the flexibility and load coefficients. Here S<I;), for k = 1, ... ; n, or S(O) denotes 
the internal forces (bending and torsional moments, normal and shear forces) on the 
primary system caused by Xi = 1 or by prescribed external loads; EJ are the cor-
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·lOnding rigidities, x the length of hars. R'eplacing now J/E by the operator ~-I, 
equations for creep in operator form are:, 

~eneraltlley represent a system of Volterra's integral equations which is convenient 

a numerical solution. Using the Dischinger-Whitney's creep law, eq. (5.3), 
receive a syslein of /I ordinary linear differential equations of first order [4], 
~]: . 

2) .;... dXJ .;..., '. dlJ, ( 
L.- vI) -d-- + L.- ",JX) + lJ01 + vOl ... + - = 0 i = I, ... , II) 
)~I ~ j=1 d~ 

.vhich .i:J and .l~, are the flexihility and load coefficients for the structure with 
Juli E' = Eo/x instead of E(I) and 

lJ
OI 

= f dSo, SI)) ~~ . 
•• . d~ EJ 

ime variation of £(1) is neglected, this system has constant coefficients and lJ = 

I ) 01 ... 
d d~ (jOI' Introducing the crecp operator according to the equations (7.16) and 
17) for ArutYlinyan-Maslov's creep law, we obtain a system of ordinary differential 
at ions of lirst order for dX,fd~: . 

3) .;.. ~ d
Z 
X) .;, (;_ dX) • d2~, 

. L.. I) -2 + L.- Ii - + (;01.(( + (;01.( + - = 0 (i = 1, ... , n) 
J-I de J-I de de 

It initial conditions: 

4) t lJl} dXdJ~to) + t lJ7, Xilo) + (;01.«10 ) + ~~lto) + dO,(/o) = O. 
J-I ~ J-' dC 

'e lJi) and ~~, arc lhe Ilexibility and load coefiicienls for a structure with moduli 

E. = E [px~", _ dE/dC]-1 
I-C E 

cad of £(t); (~';J' (~~, are the flcxibility and load coefficients for a structure with 
duli Ex (P",,(lo) and 

.iOI,({ = f d 2 
S(O) S<J) d.\", lJ

OI 
= f ~S<O, SO) dx ~. ~ f dS(O) S(J) dx_ 

de2 EJ .( dC EJ' 01.( dC E*J' 

IIrlher, let liS consider a homogcneous body (x == 1) with JI = 1'1 == Jf which 
ubjecled to enforced deformations which would produce the sl~esse~ qkc,(I) jf the 

body would be elastic. Owing to the fact that the static, compatibility and geometric 
equations are the same as for elastic case, we obtain directly by comparison of the 
equations (3.10) for creep with the Hooke's law: 

(10.5) 

Finally, let us consider the bending of steel-reinforced concrete bar (column) with 
a symetric section. For elastic small deflections y it holds that (EJ + E.J.) y' = M 
where y' is the curvature, M the total bending moment (assumed that plane sections 

remain plane), El is the rigidity of the concrete part of cross section, E.l. is the 
rigidity corresponding to reinforcement. Dividing this equation by E and interchang
ing lIE with ~-I, we obtain EJy' = E~-I(M - E.J.y"). Hence, for Dischinger
Whitney's law (eq. (5.3», we have then [8]: 

(10.6) (El + E.J.) ay' = aM + xE (M _ E.J.y') 
oip oqJ Eo 

·for Arutyunyan-Maslov's law (eq. CZ.17», we receive [8]: 

(10.7) 0
2 

• [ ( E)] OJ'" (EJ + E.J.)..L + y EJ + E.J. 1 + Xip", - - -(3 = 
dl 2 yE I 

= -- + y 1 + xfP .. - - -a2
M ( E)OM 

a,l . yE ot 

with the initial condition: 

OY"(I ) CM(lo) ) (1O.8)[E(lo}J + E.J.] __ 0 + yx ~",(lo)E.J. yO(/o) = -a - + yx ip",(lo)M(lo • at 1 

Starting from these equations, it is possible to solve, e.g., the buckling of columns [8]. 
Analogically, we could have derived the differential equations for bending of 

beams with nonsymmetric section, for composite beams, for beams on elastic or visco
elastic foundation, for bending of plates, etc. 

We see that, by use of analogy of creep with elasticity, the derivation of pertinent 
equations is essentially shortened. The detailed long derivation procedures which 

have appeared hitherto in literature are needless, since they are, in fact, nothing 
else than a repetition of their derivation in the theory of elasticity. 

The presented analogy represents properly a generalization of the well-known 
elastic-viscoelastic analogy [13], [22], [32] used in time-invariant theory of visco
elasticity which is usually formulated with help of Laplace transform. However, 
the use of this transform for a time-variant creep is not advantageous, because the 
derivatives in creep operators are not multiplied by constants, but by time functions. 
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111C only case, in which the Laplace transform is useful for concrete creep problems, 
Is in case of Dischinger-Whitney's law K E is taken approximately as constant, 
since the equations (S.2) as wcll as (10.2). (10.6) have then constant coefficients. 
To obtain the relation betwccn transforms of forces and deformations. it is then 
necessary to replace the elastic constants E, II, G by (sec [4], particularly for E [12]): 

(10.9) 
lIP + II,X ' 

£p 

where p is the: puramcler of L.1place transform: 

for non-zero initial condilions in the obtained equation in each term with 1', it is still 
necessary to subtract the initial values. 

II. NONLINEAR EFFECTS AT REVERSIBLE PROCESSES 

Even for stresses smaller than about O'S of compressive strength or 0·9 of tensile 
;trength. the principle of luperpc)$ilion is not valid after great release of stress. 
)Ceause according to it the strllin recovery would result much greater than it is in 
-cality. 

To interpret simply ~his (lhenomenon. the author suggested (originally for gloss 
-cinforced plastics) II model ill rig. 3d using a new nonlinear rheologic element -
, ratchet pawl - which enables frc:c: deformation in one direction, but prevents 
lerormation in the opposite directions. (Let us note that the ratchet pawl could also 
Ie used 10 interpret the irreversibility of short-time deformations.) As long as tb, 
~eep deformation is IncreasinB, i.e. as far as the condition 

11.1 ) 
\
t - ~I ~ 0 " E-

; f"IHled, the model in Fig. 3d behaves still as a Boltzmann's model and the: equations 
f paragraph 7 hold true. If tllC condition (ILl), beginning with lime '., is not valid, 
1e ratchet pawl gets closed and the model behaves again as a Boltzmann's model 
ut with other· values of mechanical parameters E ... and Y. instead of Ey and T· 
'he differential equations (7.1), (7.11) for creep have then the same Corm, only tp." 

and Ea. tI" Is in them interchanged with qt,., •• 1'. and lx, Il" .. tI", - U",. in turn. 

. As an exam ric, let us determine the strain in case or constant stress tin applied 
1 time I. which in '. is reduced 10 a smaller constant value 0",. Considering tbe 

Arutyunyan·Maslov·s creep law (7.10). the principle of superposition gives for 

I ~ I.: 

(11.2) 

The condition (11.1) requires that 

(11.3) (1 ~ t1 [I - IP..,(/.) e-"'.-'.)J = t1 
sb _ ". ( ) ,,_. 

IP.., '. 

If the release of stress is too large, a .. , < au, then for tbe stress tI .. , - au the model 
with changed coefficients applies. Hence, 

(11.4) 

and the strain is obviously less reversibl,e than according to (11.2). 

The mathematical advantage: of this model lies in the greatest possible simplicity. 
For major cases of steady loaded structures. the linear theory is still valid, inclusive 
of the stress relaxation at constant stress (as in it the crccp strain 8 .. - tI",/E is con
stantly growing). At the same time, we have: thus exact limits for the applicability 
of linear theory. 

. For a comparison let us quote another similar approach suggested by Gvozdev [17]. 
He divides the elastic deformation in two parts: the part u ,,(')/E(/) which is constantly 
increasing in time. (aja,Xu,,,/E) ~ O. and the part tlal(t)/E(t) which is constantly 
decreasing, (a/atXu.l/E) ;;ii 0; tI .. (t)JE(I) = 11",(I)/E(/) +l1d(t)/E(t). 

For each part he considers a dilferent memory function LI or L2• ILII < IL21 
and instead of (3.3), he introduces 

(11.S) 

This approach seems to be useful also more generaUy for a repeated and cyclic 
loading and can interpret the fact (vibrocreep) that at cyclic loading. the creep 
can be greater than for a constant load equal to maximums of cyclic load (although, 
according to the principle of superposition. it should be always smaller) . 
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t2. REMARKS ON NONUNEAR EFFECTS AT HlGH COMPRESSrVE STRESSES 

If the compressive stresses are greater than about 0'5 of strength, the relative creep 
is greater and quicker and the creep function depends on 0" that is C = C(t T u ) 
At the slime lime, also the short-time deformations becomex~onlinear, E = i.(I: u:): 
Here it is possible to introduce E(t, ux ) '= E(t)/(u,,) and [31] C(t, f, u,,) = F(u

x
). 

. C(t, r) or hetler [31J . 

(12.1) C(t, T, ux) = C(t, r) + F(u .. ) Cn(t, r) 

where C.(t, r) interprets the increased creep vailles and rates. Special forms of these 
functions can be introduced according to the models mentioned above, the elements 
of which are considered as nonlinear. For the time-variant Maxwell's model (generaliz
ation of Dischinger-Whitney's law), it may be introduced [4], [30] 

(12.2) (Ie" = .[iu,,) au" + F(u,,) . 
ihp E(t) elf' Eo 

Neglecting the nonlinearity of elastic deformations (1(0",,) == I), the integration 
in certain simple problems is easy. More involved is the solutioll for nonlinear 
Arulyunyan-Maslov's creep law [3]' 

13. rNFLUENCE ot: DlMENSIONS 

There has been observed (e.g. [24], [18]) that the creep of concrete depends not 
only on the value of stress, but also on the thickness and form of. the specimen. 
The creep of more thick elcments is stuaHer and slower (about 3·5-times for 
thicknesses 100 Col and 5 em [30]), the creep of plates is smaller (about l'7-times [24]) 
than the creep of equully thick square prisms. This phenomenon is probably caused 
by drying of concrete, by loss of water [2]. 

In the creep law, the following interpretation of this fact is possible. The creep 
mltst depend not only Oil lime t and on age f, but also on the position of the respective 
point, i.e. on space coordinates, and 011 the geometry of surface. Then tbe creep 
of each slructure is ill fact nonhomogeneous. For instance, the creep in the middle 
of plate mllst be smaller than ncar the sllrface, in consequence of which, e.g., for axial 
compression Ihe stress distribution becomes nonlinear, the stresses in the middle 
become greater and ncar the surface smaller. (For this reason also, the experimental 
determination of stresses according to measured strains in long-time loaded structures 
is complicated and so far rather problematic.) 

I.n the above thcory, the influence of dimensions is involved only integrally for 
the entire cross section at bending and compression of bars and plates and gives 
correctly only the total illternal forces in sections. For determining the actual stress 
~istributioll in the sections, the above theory is rather approximative and, rigorollsly, 
It will be necessary to set Ull a time-space theory of concrete creep. 
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14. CONCLUS[ONS 

At present time, only the linear theory of creep is sufficiently developed for wide 
use in engineering analysis. The time-variant Maxwell's model (Dischinger-Whitney's 
Jaw) is the most simple one and in many cases, it can sufficiently describe the actual 
behaviour. However, the time-variant Boltzmann's model (Arutyunyan-Maslov's 
law) should be used for simpler problems, at which the mathematical solution is still 
not too much complicated (e.g. stress relaxation in homogeneous structures, losses 
of prestressing, etc.) and for problems rather sensitive to creep (column buckling, 
suspension concrete bridges). Most accurate, of course, is to introduce the actual 
measured creep function according to the principle of superposition, in which case 
a numerical solution of the resulting Volterra's integral equations must he used 
{which is necessary, e.g., for computing the stress from a history of measured strain}. 

Further research is needed espacialJy for the influence of dimensions, for moinsture 
and drying effects, for nonlinear effects and to determine also all the experimental 
<lata. 
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